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DeCotis Specialty Insurance is Live with I-Engineering’s ALIS Enterprise System 
The Premier Agency Management System Launched by a  

Leading Wholesale Insurance Broker of New England 
  

 
Shelton, CT, May 20, 2019 – I-Engineering, Inc. is pleased to 
announce that DeCotis Specialty Insurance of Providence, RI is live 
with the ALIS Enterprise System. DeCotis Specialty Insurance, a 
leading wholesale insurance broker serving New England, has 
launched multiple I-Engineering technology solutions, including a 
customized rater named Prizm. DeCotis Specialty Insurance has 
partnered with I-Engineering to completely reinvent how they 
utilize technology to better service their business partners. I-Engineering’s ALIS is the complete Agency 
Management System which provides a fully integrated Rating Engine with Web Services, Policy Issuance and 
Management, Renewals, Endorsements, Cancellations, Reinstatement Claims, Workflow, Document Management 
and Reporting as well as a Full Accounting Module. This system can be interfaced with third party systems via API 
or XML transfer.  

Tom DeCotis, CEO of DeCotis Specialty Insurance, is pleased that I-Engineering’s multifaceted ALIS System 
Platform has allowed them to quickly bring new products to market, while raising their efficiency to the next level. 
“Having ALIS as our technological foundation has greatly improved how we service our agents,” DeCotis said.  
“ALIS gives us the framework to provide the highest level of service to our business partners. The improvement 
to our speed and efficiency, and the incredible level of attention to detail it gives us, is a real game changer. We 
can provide submission clearance, rating, policy issuance and financial accounting, so much more efficiently. The 
ALIS platform gives us that flexibility to continue to grow our business and give our agents the highest level of 
service.” 

Jocelyn Dewey, CUO of DeCotis Specialty Insurance, explained, “I-Engineering has worked closely with us 
throughout the data migration and administrative set up process. Our implementation and account managers 
have essentially become an extension of the DeCotis team. We are excited about what the future holds for us on 
the ALIS Enterprise System through possible integrations and enhancements I-Engineering has planned and look 
forward to a long and successful business relationship.”  

Naval Kapoor, President and CEO of I-Engineering says, “It has been an honor to partner with DeCotis to bring 
them the ALIS Enterprise System as the solution to meet all of their encompassing technology needs. Our 
collaboration with their customized rater, Prizm, represents another advancement for I-Engineering in providing 
for the evolving needs of our clients. It is gratifying to know that our comprehensive and intuitive agency 
management system is already having a huge impact on the quality, speed and efficiency of their business. Out 
entire team at I-Engineering strives to provide our clients with the highest level of customer service and we look 
forward to our continued relationship with DeCotis, now and as their needs change in the future.”  
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About DeCotis Specialty Insurance, Inc. 

DeCotis Specialty Insurance was founded in 1989 when a large surplus lines insurance wholesaler was looking to 

open an office in the state of Rhode Island. As a Rhode Island native, Paul DeCotis relocated back to his home 

state to lead the effort. That effort was met with much success, showing continued growth, year after year. Then, 

in 2007, we opened a second branch in the Boston area to respond to the repeated growth we saw with our 

Massachusetts and Northern New England retail agents. Today, DeCotis continues to thrive and we have expanded 

our footprint well beyond our humble New England roots. To learn more, visit www.decotis.com. 

 

About I-Engineering, Inc 

Since 1999, I-Engineering has worked with MGAs, Wholesalers, Program Administrators and Carriers to implement 

customized P&C insurance software solutions that enhance productivity and speed to market. Our product 

offering includes an all-encompassing Agency Management System, Policy Management System for London, 

Program Administration System and customized Comparators for Commercial & Personal Lines.   

I-Engineering, located in Shelton, CT, develops and markets Integrated Insurance Solutions to provide MGAs and 

Wholesalers with a modern, technologically friendly working environment. We have created and implemented a 

sophisticated collection of cutting-edge insurance software solutions.  I-Engineering’s ALIS Enterprise System – an 

all-in-one solution – provides Rating with Web Services, Quoting, Policy Issuance and Management, Workflow and 

Document Management and Full Accounting.  A sophisticated agent portal is integrated with ALIS to allow 

producers to get quotes on a real-time basis. This fully integrated system provides MGAs and Wholesalers end-to-

end solutions.   

I-Engineering is a proud member of many P&C insurance organizations, including Target Markets, WSIA, CIWA, 

FSLA, PIA & TSLA.  To learn more, visit www.i-engineering.com.

 

For more information contact:  

Angela Cross 

Marketing Communications Manager    

I-Engineering, Inc.  

203-402-0800   

a.cross@i-engineering.com                                      
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